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12 issues of the Times Literary Supplement for only £12 - a massive saving of 71%
on the cover price...

The world’s foremost weekly literary journal - for only £1 an issue...

Roundel

Buy a subscription for yourself - or as a festive gift for a friend or loved one

Back

There's never been a better time to subscribe to the TLS.

Just look at what you will enjoy:

• SAVE 71% on the cover price with the trial offer
• Pay just £12 for your first 12 issues
• Receive each printed magazine to your home or office every week
• Have the digital edition for your iPad, Smartphone, Kindle Fire or Android
device
• Enjoy exclusive access to the TLS online Archive
• Join a community of passionate literary thinkers
• Read compelling coverage of the latest and most important publications

If you care about the life of the mind, the TLS is indispensable...

"Every issue of the TLS has at least one surprise lurking amid the elegant academic rangling.
Three generations of my family subscribe. We all look forward to it, and we all do the
crossword too" -
Claire Tomalin

"I like to read The Times Literary Supplement over breakfast. It is an education. The TLS
keeps me so busy I don't have time to read other magazines"
Nigel Planer

The world’s foremost weekly literary journal

A choice of three simple subscription options:

Website: tlssubs.imbmsubs.com/OCTL15

Telephone: Call 01737 420116 quoting offer code OCTL15

Post: Please complete and return the order form on the letter enclosed
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The TLS has earned an unrivalled reputation around the world for intellectual
rigour, impartiality and curiosity.

It is read - avidly and enthusiastically - by the great minds of today.  Those readers
and thinkers all over the world, who adore high quality cultural debate and the
widest range of subjects of any literary journal.

“The TLS is unique and indispensable.” George Steiner

“There is no other publication in the world that is an
fearless and profound as the TLS. It bows neither to
fashion nor to shibboleths; the TLS stands for truth in our
time.” Amanda Foreman

“The gold standard among literary reviews.”
Books Ing. of Philadelphia

"Comprehensive and Compelling. It reaches out its
tentacles across the arts, the sciences and other arguments
that entertain those of us cheering or booing on the
touchline.” Melvyn Bragg

“I have been reading the TLS since I learned English 40
years ago. It is the most serious, authoritative, witty, diverse
and stimulating cultural publication in all the five languages
I speak.” Mario Vargas Llosa

“I grew up reading (and writing for) the TLS which, without
 loss of gravitas, has retained its sprightly and inquisitive style
even as I decline towards the curmudgeonhood from which it
still helps to rescue me” Christopher Hitchens

 “A radical publication. It has always devoted itself simply to
English literature and to maintaining the highest possible
standards of literary criticism and scholarship. It is a journal
to be wondered at and admired” William Rees-Mogg
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Setting the tone and standard for excellence in the field of literary criticism.

For more than a hundred years, the TLS has stood for excellence over mediocrity and
reason over ranting. Today, we still cover what matters most in fiction, philosophy,
social sciences, poetry and history of all times – plus the best in theatre, opera, art
exhibitions and film.

We present our reviews of major books of fiction and non-fiction, plus current
theatre, opera, exhibitions and films - in every language.  Our essays are
sophisticated and written with scholarly authority, in a lively style.

Also unequalled in the English-speaking world, is our coverage of new foreign
language books, before they appear in translation.

The TLS - the greatest pleasure for a literary mind
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Get the 'Complete Works' and feed your mind...

As a 'Complete Works' subscriber, you will enjoy so much more...

It's a print and digital subscription, giving you a stimulating overview of the world
of culture, with contributions from the world’s finest writers and thinkers.

Your weekly printed edition will be delivered to your home or office.  You will also
get our digital edition for your enjoyment, on your iPad, Smartphone, Kindle Fire or
Android device, wherever you may be.

You will also have FREE access to our comprehensive back catalogue of articles in
the TLS Archive, dating back to 1994.  This provides valuable access to two decades’
worth of TLS book reviews, poems, essays and lively correspondence.

The site is easy to search and use. You’ll also have access to the TLS Blogs, the Poem
of the Week - and other popular parts of the site.

And the best part is, you get all of this for only £1 per issue - which is a fantastic
saving of 71% on the cover price.

in Print
on your iPad
on your Smartphone
on your Kindle fire
on your Android device


